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These are the top 10 apps for the construction industry in 2018 — able to accomplish everything from bidding and drone management to calculations and measurements for How can these apps
improve your business? Each of these construction apps is No.

Since 1979, McCormick's Electrical Estimating and Design Estimating Pro (Digital Takeoff) is the perfect fit for all size contractors! Learn more about Electrical Estimating Software.. You can
transfer any combination of 3-D model takoff and 2-D electronic takeoff through Bridge into a single Sage Estimate, transferring all takeoff data completely automatically or making manual
adjustments as necessary.

There’s nothing more important than safety on the job site Unfortunately, that’s because it’s one of the most dangerous industries to work in.. • Save paper: Not only do paper estimates lend themselves
to messy handwriting and crossed-out changes, but they slow you down.. Get videos and step-by-step instructions on how to care for broken bones, strains, sprains, and more.. With JobFLEX, there’s
no tech savvy needed Deliver estimates on the spot, with or without a cellular connection.. Read more about the features and benefits as well as customer reviews How were the apps chosen?The
Construction Cost Estimator Mac app helps contractors save time and money by quickly and easily creating on-site cost estimates.

Legible, editable estimates inspire confidence in your customers • Secure more jobs: Speed is of the essence when it comes to bids and securing jobs.. The construction industry’s top estimating
integration platform Skype for business for mac chat storage.

Create customizable forms to preview, email, and print Being able to quickly and easily create estimates for customers is critical.. Save Time and Money on the Job Site The experts have weighed in,
the reviews have been tallied, and your peers in the field have cast their votes.. 1 in its specialty They can revolutionize communication, collaboration, and profitability for you and your crew.. With
JobFLEX, we can generate quotes in the field in just a few minutes (it used to take an hour), offer customers package options, and our entire staff can access project files from anywhere.. Customers
are far more likely to accept and sign on a bid when it comes back quickly, in a format that looks professional and contains all the necessary information in writing.. Red Cross First Aid Best for Safety
Red Cross First Aid puts essential first-responder skills at your fingertips.. The “fatal four” – the four leading causes of fatalities in the construction industry – are responsible for more than Knowing
how to handle those injuries quickly and correctly on the job site could be the difference between life and death.. Pricing: Free trial available| $10/month Basic subscription| $20/month Pro
subscription Download.. Since 1979, McCormick's Electrical Estimating and Design Estimating Pro (Digital Takeoff) is the perfect fit for all size contractors!Get the full methodology behind our
research over on our.. It helped to increase conversions by over 15 percent Leo V , GreenFIT Homes Benefits • Save time: With easily accessible, drag-and-drop materials lists, and customizable
formats available at just a touch, creating an estimate takes a fraction of the time. e10c415e6f 
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